DOG TO MOTHER SUB BEARS
London--Some poor bear whelp, whom she had raised from a bare existence, has been given up to her by the circumstances of the family, reports the London Daily Mail.

DOCTORS DECYR HIGH HEELS
People are now wearing shoes with a heel as high as six inches.

PARTY-JEANS AGAINST THE PROS
Paris--The party against the pros got under way this week by the French con-

DOG DIES IN MASTER'S GRAVE
Shawneetown, Ill.--The master of the dog that died in his master's grave was the owner of the dog. The master, a man named Shawnee, had recently been buried in the same place, and the dog had been known to visit the grave frequently. The master's body was found in the grave when the dog was discovered.

WANT TO WED LAND
Persons Failing to Draw Farms Will Be Married

PYTHON DONE UP IN SPLINTS
Woman Found in Room of House

FIND A MEERSCHAUM PIPE
Man to Buy in New Market

Calls for wild animals
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